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2.3.1. Introduction 2.3.2. Market Analysis 2.3.3. Technical possibilities 2.3.4. Financial prospects 2.3.1. Introduction aspiring admimen may have an idea about the type of fruit or vegetable products that they want to make. It may come from others successfully trying to produce a meal and copy them or talk to friends and family members about them that they think they can.
However, an idea for business is not a sufficient reason to start direct production, without being clearly thought of the various aspects involved in running its business. Often, people only invest money in a business to find out later that there is insufficient demand for the product or it is not the type that customers want to buy. To reduce this risk of failure and lose money, potential
producers should go through various aspects in conversations with friends and consultants before trying to run their business or get a loan. This process is known as a possibility to study and when the results are written, the document is known as a business plan. Conducting a prospects study should not be difficult or expensive, but the most important aspects to ensure that
possible problems can be solved. These are summarized in the list of possibilities read in Appendix III and are detailed in other parts of this book. In this section, a possible study can answer that the following questions are addressed: · Is there a demand for production? (Find the product and the market size and price requirement features) · And who is the product of the same
kind? (Number and type of competitors determined) · What is needed to make the product? (Staff, Goods, Services, Raw Materials, Components and Packaging) · Find the availability and cost of what is the price of product production? (Calculation of expenses for starting and investing production operating expenses) · What is the possible profit? (According to an estimated
market share and calculation of the difference between the expected income from sales for production costs) each of these aspects should be seen in turn. When all the information has been collected and analysed, it should be possible to decide whether the proposed investment in the business is worth while or whether the producer's money can be spent to do something more.
The same concerns should be taken to account when the current business wants to make production diverse or make new products. It is also important to remember that the business plan is a working document which should be used as a framework to guide the development of the business. This should be updated regularly. However, it is often that an entrepreneur pays Or
consultant stoid ing for a business plan but then don't understand the content, or keep it away on a shelf for a read once again. In the following section, the aspects above are described in an organized manner, as should be done in a prospects study, starting with the market. 2.3.2 Market Analysis Product Quality Survey Market Size and Price Market Sharing and Competition
Once a potential producer decides he wants to start a business, first of all, to find out that there is a potential demand for fruit or vegetable products that he has through a short market survey. Although there are market research agencies that are able to do this type of work in many developing countries, it is better for producers to do themselves (with support from partners or
consultants is necessary) because they understand the needs of their clients correctly and how their business should work. If an idea is found to be possible, this knowledge will give them confidence to move forward with when problems are being faced, knowing that their product is in demand. Although telephones or question sheets can be posted, it is best to conduct market
surveys by finding producer users and asking people for their views where areas go out. There are two types of information that are needed: 1) information about the product and its quality and2) information about how much people will buy, often and for what price. It is important to think in advance about the kind of information that is needed and people ask the same questions all
the time, so that their answers can be compared to and summarized. It should be a short practice to reduce costs for most products and maintain deep market research. One simple way to do this is to prepare simple question sheets, such as shown below, which can be used by the Adhimis to remind themselves in which to ask questions. Product quality surveys are familiar to
consumers with the types of fruit or vegetable products that are already on sale and survey on these products, so it is much easier than them to eat completely new ones. Questions may focus on what customers like or dislike about products from existing competitors. For example, in 29 questionnaires are used to ask questions about the properties of chilli sauce. However, if
producers want to make products that are new in an area, they need to sample for potential consumers to like their products and be ready to buy it. (When asking people to taste a product, the supply of spoons should be taken so that everyone has used the interview one clean). Samples can be made at home using household goods in general so that investment Facilities are not
required at this stage. A questionnaire example for a new product is shown in 30 shapes. Although initially, the new product benefits that there will be no competitors, the demand-determining process takes long and spends more for products that are already known. In addition, as 80% of new products fail, the risks are high and it can be more difficult to get loans for this type of
work. Figure 29. -Example of a survey questionnaire on quality 'Chilli Sauce Questions 1 2 3 4 5 Very good good average bad very bad 1. Make you your sauce more frequently? Write the names of the sauce 1. How do you think about the color of the sauce you buy? Tick in the appropriate place 2. How about your seeds being present in sauce? 3. Do you like the thickness of the
sauce? 4. What about the taste of your sauce? 5. Do you like the bottle? 6. What do you think of the label? 7. What do you think about the price of sauce? 8. Do you think you have anything more good about the sauce you buy in the present? Write answers 9. Is there anything more about the sauce you buy that you want to see better? Write answers Remember that the customer
(the person who buys food) is not always the same person as the user (who dines). It is especially important to get information about the quality of food that is mostly devoured by children, because their preferences for color or sweets may be different for their parents (see also section 2.8.1). For food producers, customers can also be retailers or other sellers besides
organizations, other food processors and members of the public. The results of such services can be analysed by including the number of people whose answers are ' very good', 'poor' etc. For example, among other information, 88% of the sauce has got a better than average color, 78% was not like seeds in sauce and 60% tasted good or very good. Other information collected
by data analysis include: 1. A large majority of users liked that a bottle has sauce and they were happy with existing labels. This information helps to show a new producer what type of packaging should be used if he/she is to compete effectively with existing manufacturers or imported food. 2. Majority of users (52%) Were unhappy with the price of sauceand this shows that a
potential market share exists, if a new product can be sold cheaper than similar standards. Figure 30. -Sample Questionnaire for a New Product (Tomato Jam) explains to everyone that you want to start a new business Making Tomato Jam and you have prepared something For people to try. Ask them if they want to taste the sample and what you like about giving them their
feedback. Answer the question 1. Do you eat other kinds of jams? Yes/No.... Karkoly answer 2. What kind of jam do you like best? List of types 3. Do you think you'd like tomato jam? Yes/No/Sure...... Karkoli Answer 1 2 3 4 5 Very good good average bad very bad 4. What do you think of the colour of this tomato jam? Tick 5 in the appropriate place. Are you like seeds in jam? 6.
What do you think of the taste of this jam? 7. Do you like the texture of the jam? 8 What do you think of the jar? 9. What do you think of the label? 10. What more do you like about this jam? Write answers 11. Is there anything I can do to improve this jam? A certain type of food needs to determine the size of the market and write answers to the market price (the total weight of the
product that is spent on its products every month or year), the size and price of the market. It is possible to collect information about it at the same time which buy a special diet and where they buy it. A sample questionnaire is shown in figure 31. Information collected from potential consumers, who use 29 to 31 question sheets in the data, can be analyzed by the enterprise to get a
good idea of the quality features of its product which prefer stake users, total demand for the product and the total market price. However, it includes making many assumptions and it is important to consider the following: 1) People are really representatives of all potential users in the interview? 2) Were there enough people interviewing? 3) Were they to provide accurate
information to people? Table 12. -50 Responses To a Product Question Summary Quality Data collected about the feedback of consumers 1 2 3 4 5 Total Very Good Good Average Bad Very Bad 1. How do you think about the color of the sauce you buy? 12 32 5 1 0 50 2. How about your seeds being present in sauce? 5 6 16 14 9 50 3. Do you like the thickness of the sauce? 10
20 12 7 1 50 4. How do you think about the taste of sauce? 42 8 0 0 0 50 5. Do you like the bottle? 40 10 0 0 0 50 6. What do you think of the label? 10 11 20 9 0 50 7. How do you think about the price of sauce? 5 7 12 25 1 50 If a producer is not sure about the quality of information, then he should ask more and more people to get answers. Clearly, the interviews that are more
and more people, more accurately reflect the real situation of information. However, a balance time and large number of people interviewed and achieved is to be developed between the accuracy price of the data. As a guide, 50-75 A good idea about the market for a product in a particular area should result. When analyzing the data collected about the size and price of the
market, it is often helpful to find official data about people who are expected to customers for new products. For example, in Table 13, information was collected to survey the market of sauce consumption in a small Asian city and analyze the size and wealth of the city population together with each other in close company. Such information is sometimes available from local
government offices, tax authorities and chambers of commerce, although it may not always be up to date. Chatra 31.-Sample questionnaire about market size and price questions Answer: 1. How often do you buy its products? Daily/Saturday/Monthly 2. Can you buy different amounts at different times of the year? (Circle Answer) Yes/No (Circle Answer) 3. When are you the most
buy times? Write answer 4. How much do you shop all the time? Write money in a kilo or number. Pack 5. When do you buy at least? Write answer 6. How much do you shop all the time? Write money in a kilo or number. Pack 7. What is the amount of food in the pack? Write in kilograms about market price Amount: 8. How much money do you have to pay for food packs? Write
money in currency 9. What is the difference in price for a large or small pack? Write difference 10. Does the price change at different times of the year? Yes/No (Circle Answer) 11. When is the price highest? Write answer 12. When is the price lowest? Write a reply about the customer: 13. You say your home has a low, medium or high income? Low/Medium/High (Circle Answer)
14. What is the relation between your age group? Talk Answer 1-20 21-40 41-60 Men/Women M/F (Circle Answer) About Sales Outlets: 15. Where do you usually buy this food: Tick Answer Market Stal Local Shop Cusk Supermarket From The Hawking Direct Producer Other Write Answertable 13. Potential market for sauce Schasti Bought 18,430 per month (kg** ) sauce in a
small Asian city type of customer number in every type at all times (kg**) low income 0.4 0.1 medium * Average price interview market for the city from official census data was $3.9 per kg when an income of 5,485 1.2 0.15 high income 192 2.25 0.45* for the city Bulk containers are sold in their own pots of customers (purchased from the majority of people who said they were in
low income families), $4.1 per kg when sold in 150g plastic bags (mostly in the middle Purchased by income families) $4.8 This data can be analyzed, as shown in Tables 14 (a) and (b), to calculate the total size and price of the sauce market in this city. Size and The calculation in Table 14 of the market indicates that low income and middle income families have to make the
largest share of the sauce market in this city. These people were found to buy products in their own pots or in their own pots before bulk containers, or pre-pack editplastic bags. The demand for sauce jars was limited to high income groups, which made up only 3% of its value and 3.8% of the market size. This is why a new business is likely to focus on low and middle income
families as its potential customers. It is not only the type of packaging that is used but also the types of advertising, the promotions with retailers and the methods of contracts that should be considered not only for the meaning. These aspects are described in more detail in section 2.8. Table 14 (a). -Calculate the size of the market for type of customer number sauce in each type
of sauce purchased per month (kg) Total demand (kg) low income 18,430 0.4 7,372 medium income 5,485 1.2 6,582 High income 192 2.25 432 Total 14,386 kg table 14 (b). -Calculate the type of sauce market price purchased at all times (kg) cost per kg sauce ($) cost of kg ($) Market number price ($per month) low income 0.1 3.9 7,372 28,751 medium income 0. 15 4.1 6,582
26,986 High Incame 0.45 4.8 432 7,882 Total $63,619 Market Share and Competition Market Survey and Market Size and Price Calculations are important to find out whether the demand for the product really exists But these figures should not be assumed to represent the scale of production that can be expected. Even if someone and someone is currently making a product
locally, then it is likely that a new business production starts and is seen to be successful by others, they will also start competing. This is why it is important from the beginning, to assess what the total market ratio is which a new business can expect to a reasonable extent. It is known as market share. It is often difficult to assess the sharing of a realistic market and the data
depends on a large number of variables, but table 15 can be used as the starting guide. In many cases, new businesses have assessed what they can expect, as a result that production run at only a small proportion of the planning capacity. Table 15 should be used initially for less than 15% due to this reason. Section 2.3.4 describes some of the negative effects on finance of
running a business under the above planning capacity. For example, the table describes about the market for sauces 13 and 14, there are a large number of small producers also making similar products. The market estimated share for a new producer can be counted as: Total size of the market = 14,386 kg estimated per month = 5-10% selected, with 5%. It represents a sale of
719 kg of sauce per month with a potential Of $3,181 per month. After managing 20 working days every month, the maximum production is 36 kg per day due to which this figure is very important for the daily production rate. It is central to all subsequent calculations of production capacity and investment requirements (below) and every maintenance should be taken to ensure that
this information is as accurate as possible. It should be noted that in the calculation below, the scale of production is based on the expected share of the total market. In other situations, a more detailed analysis of the market classes can be created (Section 2.8.1) and the planning market sharing may be based on one of these classes (e.g. low income groups in tables 13 and 14).
Competitors are very important to the success or failure of new businesses and the business should recognize that there are different types of competitors. Using the example of someone who wants to make fruit juice, it is helpful to think how consumers can see the products available: for example when they are a drink, they choose hot drinks (tea, coffee, etc.), cold soft drinks,
such as milk, juice, or finally alcohol drinks. All of these are general competitors, who are able to satisfy the consumer's drink. Consumers choose cool soft drinks that can be directly drunk from the bottle, they then have a choice between carbonated (mix) soft drinks, and juices. It is known as type competitors or different types of soft drink. Finally, on the select of juices, there are
different brands of juice and the same kind of juice, which are brand competitors. Although the appearance and quality of the food are important, competitors do not compete with their products only. They also compete with the profit margins and service levels they offer to retailers and special offers or customers. New businesses will have to assess each of these factors because
of this when it is decided to compete and deal with it. It is easily done using a SWOOT analysis, where SWOT stands for strength, weaknesses, opportunities and risks. This technology includes finding every aspect of the new business and comparing it to other producers, especially type and brand competitors. Many new Admimen do not appreciate the importance of finding
information about competitors and even if they do, they don't know where to find it. In addition to direct questions to consumers in the market services described above, the admimen can get information about competitors from the following sources: 1. Interacting with retailers any of the seisonalati in the sale and demand of various brands. What are the trends in consumer
shopping, what is popular and what is going on? What types of custom products do consumers buy and how often? Does retailer any Shows for some suppliers? What do they think of the idea of a new product and they think they will sell a lot of it? What are their plans for the future? 2. Look at competitors' ads and retail displays, get a copy of their price lists. 3. Ask the local
employer's federation or chamber of commerce for any information on the market for such products. 4. Visit trade mails and talk to other producers and their customers. 5. Look for information about the business journal, manufacturers association journals and newspapers market and the activities of competitors. Table 15. - Not market share estimates for new food businesses
with different levels of competition. Few of the other producers have any size of the DSD market share (percentage) of the large small small products range S d s d. 0-2.5 0-5 5-10 10-15 0-2.5 5-10 10-15 20-30 0-5 10-15 30-50 40-80 100 S = similar Products, D = Non-sex Products (From your own planning, Anon) after finding as much information as possible, businesses can
start comparing new businesses with it with competitors using SWOOT analysis. It may appear that an example of how the table is shown in 16. When this is completed, the enterprise should be able to answer the following questions: · Who is the product of similar products? · Where are the competitors located ? · What is the quality and price of their products? · What can I do to
make new products that are better than competitors? · Why do you want to convert customers or customers into a new product? · What offers or incentives do they offer to competitors? · What are competitors likely to be if new products are introduced? These questions are answered using a marketing strategy to create, details of which are described in section 2.8.2. Analysis in
the table indicates that a contestant (A) has a range of good quality products that are packed and promotes well, but they are more expensive and do not meet in changing the needs of consumers. The other contestant is a cheap product that is not well packed and does not promote. However, it does sell well because the lower price attracts low-income consumers and promotes
retailers due to the high marks offered by the company. They appear to be expanding into new areas. However, retailers are worried when competitive B fails to provide in time or the right amount and they can increase their distribution capacity. Without analysis a product indicates the way for production and to provide a good service and equal range for retailers. It also highlights
the lack of information about the process (for example packaging) and production costs. This is the conversation in the following parts. 2.3.3 Packaging staffing required to plan the production of technical possibilities of raw materials and component suo-products Once the business is potential consumers, their needs and possible market share that can be achieved for new
products, it is important to assess that production on this scale is technically possible. The following series of questions is helpful in making decisions on the technical needs of the business: · If necessary for year-long production, sufficient raw materials of the right quality are available? · Is the price of raw material satisfactory? · The exact size and type of goods available for the
expected production level and at a reasonable price is · Can it be built by local workshops and the maintenance and repair costs are affordable? · There is enough information and expertise available to ensure that food is constantly made at the required standards. · Are proper packaging materials available and affordable? · Are there procedures for distributing retailers or other
sellers? · Is there a proper building available and what need to be modified? · Services (fuel, water, electricity etc.) are available and affordable? · Are trained workers available and their salaries are cheap? Table 16. -A New Business may be a satod close to retailers to reduce the chances of a competitive B power production to rival my proposed business for competitors of a
SWOT analysis example. Good brand image and product range. The product is cheaper than another sale well they offer good marks for retailers. Weaknesses hard to find good packaging. More expensive than product B. Uses artificial colors and preservetives. Poor quality products, poor label design. I have been told by retailers that the supplies are illegal and don't always
command money. Experts say the demand for products without retailers is increasing additionally. I can create without extra colors. According to newspaper reports, the new areas appear to increase the transmission. Strong promotion through hazards one. There are some rich consumers and price is the most important factor. I'm not sure of production costs yet. B. There may
be more expansion distribution networks than cheapproducts and failure to make delivery. (Linked to: Start a small food processing enterprise, by colleagues, By The Faranco and Reus) can be achieved by first setting up to plan the answers to these questions as a planning of the production process described in section 2.2 procedure chart. This project should identify how
different stages are attached to each other, identify any 'bottle-necks' in the process, the materials required for each stage and where quality guarantee procedures should be used. Market surveys have revealed that data is included in the process chart to indicate the scale of production that is needed (for example Figure 32, which uses sauce as an example). There is also a chart
To plan different aspects of the production process, including: 1) the weight of raw materials and components that should be scheduled every day, 2) the number of workers and their different jobs, 3) the size of the equipment required to get the rate of the product4 planned) the number of packages that are required every day. For example, market information for sauce sales
indicated that a lower production rate of 36 kg per day would need to meet expected early market shares. Understanding that production takes place for 8 hours every day, the average rate will be 4.5 kmph (36/8 kg). This figure is extremely important in all subsequent planning and every effort should be made to ensure that it is accurate as by carefully checking all assumptions.
Specifically, the number of days of work assumed may fall below twenty if regular power failure or production planning (Section 2.7.1) is insufficient. The various stages of production planning are described below. Chitra 32. -Revised process chart are displayed on the scale of operation and mango sauce production processing phase % mango (kg) processing time for batch size
(kg) (minutes) (1) figure 33. don't. Minimum size of equipment (kmph) mango 0 60 wash 14 60 Setting 45 51.6 90 2 Table 2 Sprinkle workers/Destoni 0 28.4 Kit 28.4 Table 3 workers for 120 3, 3 Knife Mix 0 27 For a 27 kX batch 13.51. 34* 40 180 1 sire pan for 8 kg beach. Two filters and heat sialars. Table 10 36 180 2 Download/Label 0 36 120 1 Store 0 36 Weight Products 36*
During the Snow Loss. Note: The instructions described in Figure 13. Note on calculation: The results boiling in water at a weight of 34% are dry and the material related to allergies increases by 70% (see calculationbelow). If each batch is over20 minutes, there are 2 batches per hour and 6 kg in 3 hours is 10 kg to meet the target of 36 60 kg per day. So the sire pan should have
the ability to work 10 kg (it is a 12-15 liter pan). Each worker is treated and sealed 40 bags per hour = 120 x 2 workers per day 240 = X bag 150g net weight = 36 Per day according to the calculated loss of the snow: In a mixture of maximum ingredients, the material related to allergies is found as follows: Component weight (kg) Solid material (%). Weight of allergies (kg) Mango 27
15 4.05 Sugar 27 100 27 Cancer 13.5 0 0 Total 67.5 31.05 Total weight 10% After 10% loss in the middle solid = (28/60.7) x 60.7 = 100% then 28 kg is equal to 46% of the batch before snow. There is no decrease after boiling (only water is removed) but solid material has increased by 70%. So 70% is still equal to 28 kg. Total weight of batch after resin = (100/70) x 28 = 40
kgWeights Raw material and ingredients products need to produce weight spacing there are two stages involved in planning the amount of materialthat is needed First, it is necessary to calculate the amount of each ingredient that will need to be configured between the product and the other, it is important to calculate the amount of damage that can be expected during the
production of fruits and vegetables. The processor should experiment with different mixtures of ingredients ('configuration' or 'instruction') to produce a product that has color, taste, appearance, etc. That's what consumers say they prefer to market research. Skill and flow is the lowest price using the combination of ingredients, it needs to get it. It is important to weight each
component carefully and ensure that each weight is recorded for each configuration. Otherwise, the inevitable result is a successful trial product, but no information has been recorded to enable it to move again. Once the configuration is successfully developed, great care is needed to ensure that it is created exactly the same way at every opportunity. It needs staff training,
especially for staff who are involved in batch preparation, quality assurance procedures and careful production control enforcement. These aspects are discussed in more detail in parts 2.7.1 and 2.7.2. Almost all fruit or vegetable processing results in material losses. It can be produced from the rawman from the unsatisfied fruits and vegetables that are thrown away while dealing
with it, by filling in packs or eating that is lost while sprinkled and washing on the material. Different types of fruits and vegetables are given in table 17 for different levels of the term and some of them. Common losses from other sources in a well-organized production process are shown in table 18. However, it is important for an entrepreneur to be tested with certain types of fruits
or vegetables to calculate the actual amount of the term and is being used specifically with the process. Clearly, it is in the interests of the processor to reduce the damage as much as possible. Agreements with trusted suppliers (Section 2.6.1) to ensure low levels of poor quality raw material and therefore help reduce losses. In addition, a well-managed processing operation, good
quality guarantee procedure (Section 2.7.2), also reduces the duration, especially during later processing stages when the product has high additional value. Using data from an experiment production cases, or based on data in tables, low disasarabal estimates 17 and 18, it is necessary to calculate the amount of raw material and ingredients needed to produce the required
weight Every day. It will also, for example, use mango sauce to calculate for use in financial planning to make real value of raw material (Section 2.3.4) worth. Chitra 32 detects damages during each phase of the process. Mango can be calculated if the amount that needs to be purchased to produce the weight required for each day's production. The result indicates that only 45%
of the incoming raw material was actually used in the product (bought 60 kg of 20 kg). If purchased for $0.2 per kg during mango season, the actual price of fruit is calculated as $0.44 using the following formula: The expenses of other ingredients are estimated as: sugar $7/kg, cancer $1.25 per litre and total cost of $1.3 per day. This data is used to calculate operating expenses
in section 2.3.4. Table 17. -Common losses (%) during preparation of common losses of fruits and vegetable fruits or vegetables selected during preparation Notice Apple 23 Open &amp; Under Chili 12 Destovanad Banana 41 Open Cabbage 30 Carrot 4 (Purchased for no leaves) Kaolafullorus 38 Cortants 3 Seeds &amp; Peeled Grapes 2 Grapes 19 Peels &amp; Seeds
Removed Guava 22 lemon40 42 45 peel &amp; seeds have been removed. Seeds Removed Passion Fruit58 Peel &amp; Seeds Removed Popos 38 Peel &amp; Seeds Removed The Ointting 50 pods Chilli-Chilli 15 Seeds &amp; Pepper Bought in Stock-Green 14 Seeds &amp; Removed by Paniappalas 39 Open Tomatoes 4 Seeds &amp; Skin Removed (data in food structure
shaved by Paul and Southgate, 48 and from field data collected by the author) is required using the action chart (Chatra 32), every step that should be implemented should be implemented that the weight of food is then counted at kg per hour. This information then allows the processor to decide what equipment is needed and the size (or 'scale' or 'value' that is needed).' In doing
so, a large number of decisions need to be taken on the relative benefits of buying jobs or machinery to do a particular job. In some enterprise development programs, job creation may have broad social objectives that may affect such decisions. Decisions on the needs of goods are also affected: · Machinery · Cost and availability of people who are available · Maintenance and
Repair · Availability of spare parts and · The price of the possibility of building local goods. Information about the types of goods and suppliers is often difficult to get, but catalogs and occasional lying manufacturers and importer offices may have national and international development institutions, chambers of commerce, university departments, food research institutions,
embassies in other countries and trade or manufacturing associations. 18.-Common disadvantages during processing of fruits and vegetables. Common damages of a process Wash fruits/vegetables 0-10 Sort 5-50 * Peeling 5-60 Slicing/dicing 5-10 Batch preparation/weight 2-5 steaming * 5-10 drying machines * * 10-20 Packaging 5-10 Machine washing packs rejected by 5-10
accidentally age 5-10 2-5 * by unsatisfied raw material and depends on contracts to buy goods from local suppliers and lord's wherever possible because the serviceing and obtaining spare parts should be fast and easy. However, if goods have to be imported, the following points should be considered: When ordering goods, it is important that this is clearly what is needed,
because many manufacturers have a range of similar products. As the lowest, it is important to have the hourly kilogram and food type implemented. Where other information possible as a machine model number, whether one or three phase strength is available and the number and types of parts required, should also be given. Help from a food technnatist working at a local
university or food research institute may need research and order equipment. Quotations from goods suppliers can be used when calculating financial outcomes (below). There are several reservations that should be taken into account by the producer when similar reservations apply and when the packaging material is set up as a very wide range is available. These include
technical requirements of products for protection against light, safety, air, weed, etc. (described in section 2.5.5. and for individual products in Section 2.2), promotional and marketing requirements (Section 2.8.3) and its relative price and availability of various types of packaging. Choosing packaging material often causes the biggest problems for small producers and is often the
main cause of delays in setting up a business. Professional advice should be made from a food technallist or in some countries, experts or agents of packaging manufacturers. Depending on the number of staffing and the types of workers that are required to run the proposed business, take the decision on purchase of goods together. Using the action chart, it is possible to break
production at different stages and then decide the number of people that will be needed for each stage of the process. It is important that the employment level includes working as store management, quality guarantee and book keeping while planning. In processing fruits and vegetables, every day work will initially be involved in raw material production and then transferred
through processing for packaging. All workers can do the same Activity throughout the day, but as the day progresses each worker is often more efficient to allocate different jobs. An easy way to plan it is to pull an activity chart. This is the type of work that will be done every hour during the day, the number of people involved with each activity and the number of people who will do
it during the day. In the example of sauce processing, the total number of workers is assessed by the action requirements shown on the action chart (Figure 32). It is estimated that two workers will be able to wash and arrange 40 kg of mango within 90 minutes. Similarly, three workers will need to sprinkle and cut this amount of fruit within two hours (Figure 33). Once the
harvesting fruit becomes available (around 9.30 am), one of the three workers (X) can start preparing between ingredients and snow sauce. By 11.00 am, the production of fruit is over and when a worker (Y) lowers the area of preparation of washes, third (Z) labels the previous day's production and packs them into the distribution-ready khanas. In this plan, all workers have lunch
break at the same time, but in other types of processes it can be easier or more effective to make every person's break at different times. As the first batch of cool product is enough, after lunch, it may start working on filling it in 150g plastic bags and fishing the sabug on it. This is a time-building phase as manual filling and stag mahi selected. In addition, packages need check
weight to make sure they contain the correct weight of the product (section2.4.2 and 2.7.2). It is counted that for two people 240 bags (36 kg) will need three hours to fill and seal. This time could be less if a mechanical filter/salesr was bought, especially later when the business expanded. For example, owner/manager (M) is involved with staff supervision, record keeping, finance
management and product distribution/sale. In other projects, these jobs can be done by trained staff. Chitra 33. -Activity chart is used to work for customising saucer staff is useful for completing each phase of this type chart process and determining the time required to think through problems. When production starts, it can be used as a base for training in every task and it should
be constantly reviewed the performance of ahsan production. In essence, the technical part of a prospects study is involved in taking information about the expected demand from market surveys and calculating the processes as necessary to meet this demand. This can then be used to decide on the type of equipment, staffing level and raw material stake, components and
packaging will be required. These are summaries, using the example of sauce production, 19 in the table. Table 19. The calculation of technical possibilities for mango sauce production information has been calculated to summarize the data the market size (kg/month) estimated at 14,386 Market 5 production per month to share the market production (kg) 719 per month per
production Day requirement @ 20 days work (kg) every month 36 minimum rate of action @ 8 hours per day (kmph) 4.5 per day required mango weight (kg) and 60 losses on arrival due to sorting (%) Loss of amount of 14 in this process (%)- Term/page age 10-peeling losses 45 mixing losses 15-steam loss 10-wanpekaran losses (%) The minimum size of goods required for 34
(kg/hr) is required for 60 peeling/slicing 40 simping (2/10 kg per hour) 10 pking (per hour bag per person). Action 3 Plus Owner/Manager 2.3.4 Number of people required to work 40. Financial prospects Start-up expense seion se and profit se business planning in preparation for financial planning is ready to complete a study of technical possibilities, the entrepreneur should have
sufficient information to determine the expenses that are likely to be involved in production. In addition, market surveys will be provided with information about the sale price that can be acquired for new products. For this reason the businessman is in a position to calculate the expected income and expenses and therefore the overall profit can be made. When a new fruit and
vegetable processing business has started starting up the price, it is likely that money will be needed to buy or convert into a building and to start production of goods. Section 2.5.3 provides details of suitable buildings. In addition, it is necessary to buy a stock of packaging materials and initial raw materials and ingredients. The capital of the startup is the amount of money that is
required to buy facilities and goods and obtain business licenses and necessary hygiene certificates. The work capital includes expenses for raw materials, packaging, staff training, product promotion etc. which begins to generate revenue from the sale of business products. The requirements for the work capital are also developed and further discussed under 'Kashiflavo'. As
described in Section 2.7.1, fruit and vegetable processes have relatively high requirements for the working capital compared to other types of food processing. It is of the seasonal nature of crop production and can continue for a large part along with the supply of several months during the season and its process is needed for production. Starting up capital and initial working
capital are counted to determine whether business savings (known as owner's assets) will be enough to start a business without debt. Using the example of sauce production, start-up costs In Table 20, using representative data from the country concerned. Table 20. -Start-up costs for start-up spout production $350 (section 2.5.3) material (figure 32) 350 registration business 50
business license 25 cleaning inspection and certificate 50 raw materials &amp; Components 4 weeks production (figure se 32) * Staff training (equivalent to income from 2 weeks production price) * 1476 Staff salaries for initial production promotion 250 6 weeks 360 Total 4488.5 * 60 kg mango/day @ $0.2/kg = $240/month, 27 kg sugar/day @ $7/= $324/month, 13.5 litres of
cancer/day @ $56/litre = $$ 337.5/month, spices price $1.3/day = $26/month * Sales @ $4.1/kg (table 14) x 36 kg/day = $1476 for 2 weeks. The owner's equation is $2,500 and a loan of $1,989 is taken to meet the total start-up costs. (A further option of the other partner's right of $2,000 is agreed at the same time to take the account of negative Kashiflavo during the first year of
the operation (see table 22). There are two types of operating expenses operating (or production) expenses: if no production takes place and depends on the amount of food that is generated to those people that will be paid these expenses. The first type is known as fixed expenses and the other type is variable expenses. Each example is re-shown using sauce production in
Table 21. Table 21. -For the expenses of production of mango sauce type of the for-faxed and variable operating expenses the actual expenses for sauce production per year ($) the faxed expenses rent 1200 labor * 19898 return of 2880 loan * 796 professional fees (e.g. As an accountant fee, 120 goods restoration (10% price) 35 Business Registration Fees, Hygiene Certificates
and other Licenses 125 Total Faxed Expenses 7262 Variable Expenses Raw Material (Table 20) 2880 Other Components 8250. Fuel 800 Power 250 Packaging Material1800 Transport/Distribution 450 Labor *-Promotion and Promotion 1150 Total Variable Costs Working Fully As Full-Time Staff * Labor is a valid price, but it is described as a variable price if people are employed
only then the production takes place. In this example, permanent workers are paying $80/month. * In this example, the $1989 loan is paid within the first year with a fixed interest rate of 40 percent per month. The income and profit from market surveys, estimated market size and collaboration, makes it worth calculating the expected sales. The overall profit (or total loss) is the
difference between expected income and total operating expenses during the first year, including any loan payment. Therefore, the calculation of income is as follows: Income = Price of sale per unit x The sale price of x number of sales is clearly dependent on both the prices of the income A product and money that is sold. When choosing the price for a product, two approaches
can be taken: first price can be based on production costs and is set to ensure that the income is higher than the total expenditure. It does not take account of the prices of competitors, however, and to be successful, the new product should be priced at or below the price of other similar products. The second approach is therefore to compare the compatibility with existing
products and to set the price of calculating the potential profits on the scale of production planning. Unless new products can be sold directly from the production unit or from producer ownership by the sales shop, it is also important that the retailers will expect. In many countries this profit is usually 10-25% of the cost of each pack. In addition, distribution costs and perhaps special
promotion costs are what should also be included. The price charged for the product should therefore allow producers, distributions and retailers to make a reasonable profit. In example, the revenue for the producer using mango sauce is 10% less for the selling price than the retailer's profit ($4.1-10% = $3.7/kg). When production costs and revenue is compared using the second
approach, the operation of the business should be above the latest perspective. This point is the minimum level of production above which could enable enterprise to be profitable (Figure 34). Chitra 34. -Latest also point even the approach can be counted as follows: · Variable expenses per pack · Calculate the partnership for 'Unit Partnership' · Reduce the price of sale to get
calculate the total fixed expenses per year · To achieve the annual production rate, divide the expenditure set by unit contributions that will allow the business to break even in the example of production of sauces, contribution se-pack for variable expenditure (Table 21) = $15380/57600 Bags per year = $0.270 Selling price per pack = $3.7/kg/6.61 pack per kg = $0.555 per pack
Unit contribution = Selling price-(Variable + Labor contribution) = 0.555-0.270 = 0..0.555 285 Total faxed expenses per year = $7262 Added that = Faxed expenses/unit contribution = 7262/0.285 = 25,481 pack per year when described as one% of total production capacity (57,600 bags per year) Also, the latest point = (25, 48157, 600) x 100 = 44.2% In other words, the processor
must work at 44% above the available capacity to make a profit. Clearly the data for the break-even approach, the more difficult it is to be a process profitable. Annual production costs are counted as $22,842 in table 21. If all products are sold, the annual income is $31,968 (36 kg per day @ $3.7/kg X 240 days per year). This leaves a total profit of $9,126 per year, which is
available to pay the owner after tax And for re-investment and expansion of the business. If the prospects study shows that the scale of production required to meet the expected market share is below the interval, then the statistics in business should carefully check that production costs can be reduced. If not, then there is a question on the wisdom of moving forward with the



proposed business. It should be remembered that businesses should not automatically consider their own income as a gross profit. The amount belongs to the business and they should take a fixed wage, which is recorded as any other business expense. A common source of business failure is when an owner removes cash to pay for a funeral or other family's opportunities and
disconnects the business's kashiflavo that he cannot continue trading. If the fiscal plan indicates that the proposed fruit and vegetable processing business is likely to succeed, it is then necessary to calculate the monthly gross profit for one to three years. It will then be shown that there is enough cash available to run the business without need for further loans. It is a kashiflavo
prediction and known as example, counted for a year only for sauce preparation, given in table 22. Table 22. -For Kashiflavo's predictions for sauce preparation-for example a M J J A S O N D Total Income ($000) 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.2 + 2.0 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 22.2 Expenses ($000) 1.4 000 0 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 19.4 Gross Profit/Loss ($'
000) (0.6) (1.2) (1.6) (1.9) (0.4) () 0 0.3 data in a negative Kashiflavo. The second partner's right of $2,000 was taken in May. Data in Table 22 can be seen that during the initial start-up period during January and February, production routines were being established and as a result, sales were low. During this time the expenses on packaging materials and fruit supply go towards a
plus negative Kashiflavo of $1,900 by April. This explains one of the benefits of conducting a possible study: the losses made during the first few months are planned and can be addressed by taking a loan or using the owner's property. Both the owner and any lender are confident to believe that this business is under control and in this case after seven months the negative
Kashiflavo will be eliminated. If they have confidence, they are more than ready to give loans to the lender that business finance is planned and managed. It should not be done only at the start of a business but later, if sales are expected to fall for a while or the cost of raw material swells temporarily (for example when the crop season ends). A particular problem for all small
businesses is the need to order packaging material smaller in bulk due to the minimum order size. This expense and The need to tie cash into storage packaging can do a lot of damage to a business man Kashiflavo. Business lying should assess the alternative to paying a higher unit price for small amounts of packaging or suffer from negative kashiflavo. Similar predictions have
been made to show the expected growth of business over three years (don't forget to take account of the expected actions of competitors). Finally, in determining the financial potential, the data is presented as a statement of profit and loss, to calculate net monthly profit before tax in the first three years. A monthly profit and loss account is shown in an example figure of 54. The
results of a study of the prospects for the development of the benefits of planning a business are as follows: · The results can be set in a clear and logical way, so that the borrowers can understand the business and likely risks/benefits · The document helps the business to be clear and focused on its views · This is reference material that is business · This plan can be used for
long term development planning, regular advice and business development · Instead, mistakes can be made on paper by business · Planning shows that successful business is possible, it makes the business feel more confident about success it helps businesses decide how much money is needed and properly prepared, this loan gives the agency confidence that their money will
be paid. Most lenders understand a lot about fruit and vegetable processing and businesses should write a business plan in a simple way, to avoid the language of shbadjal and technical. If lenders can understand what is involved in the business, they are more likely to approve a loan. It is important to include as much detail as possible and do the first complete research if
necessary. It is also important to decide from business what competitors will do and how the business will grow to become sustainable. Although there is no set way to write a plan, these can be included in the sections summarized in the following and AnnexIII: Introduction: It summarizes what the product is, which is expected to buy it, basic information: owners name and
address, their ability and experience, products: raw material details, production process, quality guarantee, packaging etc. What is special about products compared to those of competitors, market: potential customers, where they are located, market size and price, expected market share, potential expansion (or multiplication) market numbers, their strengths and weaknesses and
their expected response to a new product, sales planning: distribution and sales practices, Promotion, Cost of Products, Premises/Goods: Where business will occur, construction and services are required to be used, health and hygiene laws, goods and costs, prepared to meet finance, and statement of profit and loss for three years and including kashiflavo's prediction. The
owner's resources which will be used, need the size of the loan and what is for it, security on loan, business registration: measures have been taken or for hygiene inspection and certification in accordance with tax authorities, local government and the health department (or equal), future plans: business and expectations objectives for the next 3-5 years. Year.
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